Introduction
============

Colorectal cancer represents the second leading cause of cancer-related death in the United States and the third leading cancer overall in men and women, with an age-adjusted incidence rate of 46.3 per 100,000 men and women per year.[@B1] It is estimated that over 73,000 men and 70,000 women will be diagnosed with colorectal cancer annually, and that nearly 52,000 people died of colorectal cancer in 2012. Rectal cancer makes up approximately one-third of all colorectal cancers.[@B1] Unfortunately, up to 50% of colon cancer patients will be diagnosed with hepatic metastases at any time in their disease course,[@B2] and between 15% and 25% have liver metastases at the time of diagnosis.[@B3] As such, rectal cancer patients and those with metastatic disease comprise a significant segment of the colorectal cancer population.

Historically, an up-front attempt at curative surgical resection was the cornerstone of management for malignancy of the colon and rectum.[@B4] As chemotherapy and radiation therapy have evolved and become more effective, treatment paradigms have diverged, especially for locally advanced mid- to low rectal cancers and metastatic colon lesions.[@B5] Furthermore, even in select cases of locally advanced colon cancer, successful R0 resection has been feasible following neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy (CRT) - something that previously was unattainable.[@B6]

Yet, despite these improvements, the multidisciplinary team has to be able to accurately identify and differentiate patients who are responding adequately to therapy from those that will require a change in their treatment course. With advancements in preoperative multi-modality therapy, this growing ability to define how we currently measure treatment response on an objective level may also improve our ability to identify "complete responders" that may avoid the morbidity of radical operations altogether.[@B7] Clear guidelines have been established by the American Society of Colon and Rectal Surgeons (ASCRS), American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO), and National Cancer Care Network (NCCN) for surveillance of colorectal cancer following curative treatment,[@B8] but we have no similar evidence-based guidelines regarding the monitoring of treatment response. Questions that still need to be elucidated include: How do we define response - clinically, radiologically, and pathologically? What are the best means of measuring response to treatment? What is the data behind our currently most-used modalities, including serum testing, imaging, and endoscopy? Can we predict tumor response well enough to completely avoid surgery in appropriate patients? Since optimal management of colon and rectal cancer requires a multidisciplinary approach, effective communication and defined language will also be necessary among specialists. As one example, Kosinski points out there are many different terms, not all of them scientific, describing tumor response, specifically regarding rectal cancer response to neoadjuvant therapy prior to resection. "Down-staging", "downsizing", and "tumor regression" have all been used by pathologists, surgeons, radiologists, and oncologists to describe some very different circumstances.[@B9] Multidisciplinary communication is key in providing care to these patients in whom timing of chemoradiotherapy and resection is not always clear-cut.

The purpose of this manuscript is to examine the *current* approaches and challenges we have in monitoring treatment response for patients with colorectal cancer; specifically, patients with Stages II and III rectal cancer who undergo neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy (nCRT) and patients with metastatic colorectal cancer. We will discuss current strategies for therapy, define tumor response on a clinical and pathologic level, and review the data regarding modalities for monitoring response (including imaging and serum testing). Finally, we will delve into how we manage those patients who are complete responders on imaging following neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy.

Current Strategies for Treatment
================================

Colon cancer therapy
--------------------

At present, the treatment for colon cancer remains primarily surgical. Colon cancer is resected either through an open or minimally invasive approach following standard oncological principles that have withstood the test of time.[@B10],[@B11]

For Stages I - III colon cancer, resection to R0 status, along with a proper lymphadenectomy, is the gold standard therapy. Stage III and select Stage II patients may also benefit from adjuvant chemotherapy,[@B12] although neoadjuvant therapy has little role for localized, resectable colon cancer.[@B11] The exceptions to this management occur in those patients presenting with locally advanced near-obstructing colon cancer in which a full evaluation has not been performed, or in those with known metastases that are potentially resectable.[@B11] While overall there is a little data on the former cohort, a recent retrospective study was undertaken analyzing 33 patients with potentially resectable, non-metastatic locally advanced adherent colon cancer (i.e., T3-T4) who had received nCRT followed by multi-visceral resection. Of note, an R0 resection was feasible in all patients. These patients were then followed for three years and found to have an overall survival of 85.9% and disease-free survival of 73.7%.[@B6] Based on this data, it may be feasible and beneficial to treat locally advanced adherent colon cancer with neoadjuvant instead of traditional initial primary resection. While definitive recommendations await further experience, this highlights the need to identify those patients with an appropriate response to allow for clear margins.

Metastatic colon cancer therapy
-------------------------------

Treatment for metastatic colorectal cancer primarily consists of systemic chemotherapy with FOLFOX/FOLFIRI (5FU, leucovorin, oxaliplatin versus 5FU, leucovorin, and irinotecan,), all of which have similar responses but different adverse events,[@B11] and in select cases, resection of the primary and/or metastatic lesions. When a patient fails to have progression-free survival, the chemotherapy regimen is modified in an attempt to achieve response.[@B11] Overall, data on this is mixed, though in general has limited long-term survival. In one study, therapy with leucovorin, irinotecan, oxaliplatin, plus 5-FU were randomly assigned in two-drug combinations to 795 patients with metastatic colon cancer. FOLFOX demonstrated superior results to any of other regimen, with time to progression of 8.7 months, response rate of 45%, and median survival of 19.5 months.[@B13] If the tumor develops resistance, other alternatives including anti-EGF or VEGF receptor therapy are commonly instituted. Monoclonal antibody therapy, such as bevacizumab and/or cetuximab, may also be used as an adjunct for treating metastatic disease, either as first-line or as salvage chemotherapy.[@B14] When bevacizumab was added to a regimen of 5-FU, irinotecan, and leucovorin, there was a significantly prolonged survival from 15 months to 20 months.[@B15]

Historically, metastatic colon cancer has been treated exclusively with chemotherapy and biologics, with resection and diversion reserved for those patients that became obstructed, perforated, or bled. At present, there appears to be good data showing that there is improved survival and quality of life with resection of the primary before symptoms, even in the setting of metastatic disease.[@B16]-[@B20] Highlighting this, five abstracts from a recent ASCO meeting were presented related to the management of the primary tumor. In one of these, the authors performed a retrospective study looking at 517 patients with metastatic colon cancer by way of a propensity score matched analysis that included age, gender, ECOG, and palliative chemotherapy to palliative resection, and found the patients who received palliative resection had overall improved survival (hazard ratio 0.66, p value 0.0019).[@B18] Another looked at a cohort of 1,378 patients with metastatic colon cancer, demonstrating that resection of the primary tumor was associated with a median overall survival of 18 months versus 8 months (P\<0.0001) in the non-surgical group. They concluded that resection improves survival independent of chemotherapy, age, functional status, and comorbidities.[@B16]

Treatment of metastatic colon and rectal cancer also depends on whether the metastases are widespread, involve multiple organs, and are potentially resectable. A consensus statement published in 2005 involving 16 oncologists, surgeons, and radiologists looked at criteria that are used in clinical practice to determine if hepatic metastases are resectable. They found that there was agreement to resect \<4 metastases, or \>= 4 metastases if involving only one lobe. If \>4 metastases, or if bilobar involvement, there was a preference to wait until neoadjuvant therapy was able to shrink the tumor.^2122^

Rectal cancer therapy
---------------------

Rectal cancer has undergone an evolution of treatment. Initially, Dr. Miles theorized that he could decrease the rates of local recurrence by performing a more extensive lymphadenectomy with his one stage abdominoperineal resection of the rectum and sphincter complex, leaving the patient with a permanent end colostomy.[@B23] Over the course of time, with advances in stapler technology, operative technique such as a total mesorectal excision (TME) and a better understanding of the margin necessary to ensure a better balance between oncologic outcome and functional outcomes, distal cancers of the rectum have been increasingly treated with sphincter-sparing surgery.[@B4] Multiple reports have validated the use of neoadjuvant chemoradiation in the treatment of AJCC Stage II and III rectal cancers, as well as use of chemotherapy for both palliation and cure in lymph node-positive and metastatic colon cancer.[@B24]-[@B35] Interestingly based on our current stratagem for treating rectal cancer, a randomized control trial performed in 1984 examined 824 patients, grouping them into three arms: surgery alone, preoperative 2000 rad in 10 daily fractions, and preoperative 500 rad as a single fraction. They found no difference in the 5-year actuarial survival, with similar local control, distant metastases, and complication rates.[@B27] Allal examined a retrospective cohort of 53 patients with rectal cancers within 6 cm of the anal verge who received neoadjuvant radiotherapy with or without 5-FU. Sphincter-sparing surgery was performed in 23 of those patients, and an APR was performed in 29 patients, with no difference in loco-regional control or overall survival.[@B24] In a landmark trial, Sauer and colleagues randomized 421 rectal cancer patients to preoperative versus post-operative chemoradiotherapy along with total mesorectal excision. While survival rates were similar (76% preoperative vs. 74% post-operative), the five-year local recurrence rate was significantly improved in the nCRT group (6% vs. 13%, P\<0.01). Additionally, a decreased rate of acute toxic effects from the chemoradiotherapy was noted in those patients treated before surgery.[@B33]

Based on these and more recent studies, nCRT provides not only an improved local control and sphincter-sparing ability, but also similar quality of life and overall survival, making it the preferred option for locally advance rectal cancer lesions.

Surveillance after complete resection
-------------------------------------

Surgical resection of a colon cancer involves standard oncological principles with at least five centimeter proximal and distal margins, negative circumferential margins, and removal of a minimum of twelve lymph nodes. This is considered a complete (R0) resection,[@B11] and post-operative surveillance is undertaken according to NCCN, ASCRS, and ASCO recommendations.

Defining Tumor Response
=======================

The terms used to define the response of a tumor have evolved to reflect the modalities that are in use. Proper patient selection and optimizing outcomes require clinicians to integrate all of these terms in order to form a cohesive picture of tumor location, size, is and how it has changed over time. Just as an autopsy often provides the definitive answer to a mortal disease process, the pathologic description of a resected tumor gives us the best data for that lesion at that moment in time. Clinical descriptors such as fixed, relationship to the sphincter complex, associated lymphadenopathy, and suspected invasion into adjacent structures - that is, non-pathologic predictive descriptors of a tumor\'s response to therapy obtained from office tests, serum tests, and imaging - are used as a surrogate for pathologic definitions.

Some descriptors are used indiscriminately with regard to a tumor\'s response after therapy. Technically speaking, "down-staging" should be used to describe a tumor\'s decline from one AJCC Stage to another, though is often used incorrectly when size alone changes. To avoid this, Kosinski proposes a shift of terminology from "down-staging" to "downshifting", to reflect less dramatic changes in individual T, N, or M classifications. Her group also advocates using "tumor regression" only as it refers to pathologic changes.[@B9] In this section we will discuss modalities currently used to define a tumor\'s response to treatment.

Clinical evaluation
-------------------

### Digital Rectal Exam (DRE)

Digital rectal examination is the classic assessment of a rectal lesion by palpation. It is routinely used to clinically gauge the size of the lesion, presence of ulceration, location of the lesion relative to the anal verge, functional status of the sphincter complex, and percentage of the lumen occluded. For low-lying lesions that are palpable, it provides the additional advantage of easy repetition and the ability to follow these aspects over time and after therapy. DRE also has value in determining the presence or absence of a fixed or tethered state as a surrogate for AJCC T-stage, and gives a rough estimate of circumferential resection margin involvement. Out of 245 patients who underwent surgery initially, assessment of circumferential resection margin was predicted more accurately with MRI versus DRE (PPV, 92% versus 70%) in the same group of patients.[@B36] Another study evaluated DRE as a cost-effective initial staging test, comparing it against MRI and endorectal ultrasound (ERUS) as compared to judging favorability, meaning direct extension into mesorectal fat or node positivity, to determine whether or not nCRT would be beneficial for the patient. Unfortunately, there was only a 65% agreement rate between staging by DRE and histological assessment of tumor favorability. ERUS performed slightly better, at 69% agreement between preoperative assessment and pathologic assessment, and MRI had a 94% assessment of favorability as correlated to pathology.[@B37] Another study showed that DRE underestimated the extent of rectal cancer response after nCRT in 78% of patients, thus severely limiting its utility in this role.[@B38] Despite its limitations, DRE is a risk-free, simple test that can be performed repeatedly to gauge a rough estimation of tumor response.

### Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)

Gold and Freedman first described carcinoembryonic antigen of the human digestive system in 1965. It is currently the most widely utilized tumor marker for colon cancer. A serum glycoprotein, CEA is useful as a surrogate for disease recurrence in tumors that secrete it.[@B39] In colorectal cancer, it has a sensitivity and specificity of 36% and 87% in screening for early colon cancer.[@B40] Its most useful role in surveillance is after R0 resection in colon cancer, but has limitations as a marker of recurrence - as transient elevations of CEA can be seen in times of active inflammation of the colon, such as a flare of ulcerative colitis, after some chemotherapies, and in benign liver disease.[@B41] It can also be mildly elevated in tobacco smokers. Overall, there is a false positive rate of 7 to 16%.[@B42]

### Rectal Cancer

Obtaining a serum CEA to monitor response following nCRT in rectal cancer has no consensus among surgeons or oncologists. CEA has demonstrated some utility when values decrease after neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy and are followed, indicating a good prognosis and has been correlated with tumor response and complete tumor regression. Perez *et al* looked at 170 patients undergoing nCRT and found a *post-treatment* level of \<5ng/ml was associated with increased rates of complete clinical and pathologic response, as well as increased overall (P=0.01) and disease-free survival (p=0.03). Of note, there was no correlation between *initial*CEA or the degree of reduction in CEA with tumor response or overall survival.[@B43]

### Metastatic Colon Cancer

In terms of monitoring response during the treatment for metastatic disease, CEA should be measured prior to the start of therapy and every two to three months thereafter, with elevations of around 30% from the patient\'s baseline associated with a poor response to therapy.[@B42]

In sum, while CEA is an excellent test when used in conjunction with imaging modalities for determining recurrence, it can also be used in selective circumstances as a marker of prognosis and tumor response for rectal cancer patients who have initially high values that decline after nCRT, as well as those patients undergoing systemic therapy for metastatic colon cancer.

### CEA-Derived Tests

Tumor localization by polyclonal antibodies against CEA in xenografts of colon cancer was first described in 1973. It has had a small following of believers that routinely use it in this capacity since then. Studies came out in 2000 and 2001 comparing CEA scan and FDG-PET in this same patient population, showing that CEA scan had a sensitivity of 18%, a specificity of 33%, a positive predictive value of 50%, and a negative predictive value of 10%. Unfortunately, it also failed to predict resectability in any patient.[@B44],[@B45]

Radiolabelled isotope-guided surgery (RIGS) showed initial promise and was utilized mostly in the 1990s. Using intraoperative quantification of cells after injection of monoclonal antibodies, this technique used a hand-held scanner to detect high concentration of cells producing CEA. In one study, occult tumor was detected in 30 sites in 26 patients, and changed management in 1/3 of patients with recurrent excisions.[@B46] In mouse studies, the sensitivity and specificity of RIGS for tumor localization is 71.4% and 91.4%, respectively.[@B47] In the absence of any randomized trials or newer data, its use has tapered over the last decade, and likely has a limited role (if any) in determining treatment response.

Other Markers
-------------

There are currently other serum tests that have potential value for surveillance, prognosis, and targeted therapy; however, none are currently available or applicable for practical use in monitoring treatment response. DNA methylation, isolated by PCR from DNA samples from blood or stool,[@B48] has the potential to be useful in proximal colon cancer but not rectal cancer.[@B49] In a review of 161 patients, cells were evaluated to determine the presence of CIMP (CpG Island Methylator Phenotype). This mutation was found to be an independent prognostic factor for disease-free survival in Stage 3 proximal colon cancer, but has limited role at present in following treatment response.[@B49] ΔTAp73 is another marker in colon cancer that has been associated with shortened overall survival, increase in proliferation, and drug resistance in small series.[@B50] Circulating tumor cells, detected by CEA mRNA as well as human telomerase reverse transcriptase, cytokeratin-19, and cytokeratin-20, also have wonderful potential as markers of recurrence, but again, no current utility as markers of tumor response.[@B51] Lu *et al* performed analysis on 141 patients and found that presence of persistent postoperative CTCs was correlated with postoperative early relapse in locally advanced colorectal cancers.[@B52] Thymidylate synthase is another marker for prognosis - a meta-analysis published in 2004 examined twenty studies identifying overall prognosis and progression free survival in colorectal cancer patients with thymidylate synthase (TS) levels, and concluded that tumors expressing high levels of TS appeared to have a poorer overall survival compared with those expressing low levels.[@B53] Overall, these markers all have potential use in the future for prognosis, and can easily speculate how they may eventually find a role in monitoring response, but unfortunately have no current role in determining response of the primary tumor or metastases to surgical or chemoradiotherapy.

Imaging
-------

The use of imaging in the staging and recurrence of colorectal cancers has undergone evolution and improvement over the last twenty years. There is critical importance in initially staging rectal cancers and determining lymph node involvement, as this will determine the need for neoadjuvant CRT. In general, accuracies for imaging for rectal cancer for initial staging are variable and often user-dependent. Bipat et al performed a meta-analysis of ninety articles attempting to answer the question of which modality provided the best information for local staging and lymph node involvement in the initial assessment of rectal cancer. They found that ERUS and MRI had similar sensitivities for muscularis propria invasion, but that ERUS was significantly more specific than MR (86% versus 69%, p value of 0.02), and the authors concluded from this that MRI overstaged T1 tumors. Ultrasound was also significantly more sensitive (90% versus 79% and 82%, respectively) for perirectal tissue invasion (p 0.003) than either CT or MRI.[@B54]

Though there is good data to suggest ideal timing for resection after preoperative therapy for rectal cancer,[@B55]-[@B58] there is no consensus about the need for, or even timing of imaging after completion of neoadjuvant therapy. In general, a majority of surgeons advocate resection based on pre-radiotherapy tumor status, disregarding potential post-nCRT downstaging.

A question is advanced about how to manage those patients who have big changes after neoadjuvant therapy - do they still require radical surgery? The theory of a "wait and see" policy, which avoids surgical resection in favor of closely following those patients who have had a clinical complete response after neoadjuvant therapy for rectal cancer, originated after an initial observational study in Brazil by Habr-Gama. In a study of 260 patients with low rectal cancer deemed resectable, all patients underwent nCRT, with those experiencing an incomplete response taken for resection. Those patients that had a complete clinical response were followed closely under a strict protocol governed by routine clinical examination, laboratory testing, and imaging. Overall survival rates were significantly higher in the clinical complete responders compared with those who underwent resection and were found to be pathological complete responders (p=0.01). Disease free survival was also higher in clinical complete responders.[@B59]

Imaging modalities are notoriously poor at predicting lymph node involvement after radiation,[@B60],[@B61] and Brown *et al* demonstrated that among 5 millimeter lymph nodes, malignancy could be harbored in as many as 28% of rectal cancer patients.[@B62] Though there are standardized schemas to grade tumor response by imaging, there are no studies examining how treatment can be guided by imaging alone.

There have also been a number of studies attempting to establish protocols for the best monitoring modalities after nCRT (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**), in part to better judge the clinical complete responders, but also to monitor the tumor *in-situ* and best determine operative approach. There are clearly individuals that respond completely to neoadjuvant therapy, and a clinical complete response has been shown by some to correlate well with a pathologic complete response. However, questions have arisen regarding the ability of imaging to predict these patients and who can, potentially, avoid resection.

### Computed Tomography (CT)

The accuracy of CT in evaluating rectal cancer is limited by its ability to distinguish layers of the bowel wall,[@B63] and studies have shown that CT is not an accurate modality for determining the degree of pathologic response.[@B64] However, CT scans are both sensitive and specific for the detection of metastatic disease, and are considered the gold standard for determining the presence or absence of metastatic colorectal cancer in particular.[@B65] Scans are both costly and come with an undeniable radiation risk (especially for younger patients who may survive for dozens of years).

On the other hand, CT scans have much more value in *monitoring metastatic*disease because they are excellent in determining tumor size and visceral involvement, but do not allow further characterization of tumor heterogeneity and evolution over time.[@B66] CT measurements are operator-dependent, and there have been discrepancies among experienced physicians from 15 - 40%.[@B67] Tumor response using CT scans is measured by RECIST (Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors) criteria, which looks at the longest dimension of a lesion and grades response according to a partial response (PR), progressive disease (PD), or stable disease (SD).[@B65] While CT has a number of limitations, its high sensitivity in determining the size of lesions provides for an excellent option to monitor effects of adjuvant therapy on metastatic disease, in addition to helping determine progression-free survival.[@B65],[@B66]

### Positron Emission Tomography (PET)

PET has a higher sensitivity and specificity than CT and is recommended for use in a metastatic workup for colorectal cancer in the setting of an elevated CEA or when there is concern for distant metastases. Huebner *et al* performed a meta-analysis of the literature for FDG-PET in the detection of recurrent colorectal cancer, reporting that it had an overall sensitivity of 97% and a specificity of 76%.[@B68] PET parameters include evaluating volume, largest diameter, and mean SUV. Limitations include missing small (\<1 cm) lesions, poor spatial resolution, and a high false positive rate for uninvolved lymph nodes. A systematic review published in 2011 found insufficient evidence to support its routine use in the workup of primary colorectal cancer,[@B69],[@B70] and the national guidelines do not recommend routine use of PET in the workup of non-metastatic colorectal cancer.[@B71]

Unlike CT scans, there is no updated, definitive classification scheme for evaluating tumor response in PET scans. The EORTC (European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer PET study Group), published in 1999,[@B65] looked at SUV within the tumor region as compared to the baseline scan, and graded this as progressive metabolic disease (PMD), stable metabolic disease (SMD), partial metabolic response (PMR), or complete metabolic response (CMD). Many studies have evaluated PET as a restaging agent, and have found a sensitivity of 95%, specificity of 98%, and accuracy of 98%.[@B72]-[@B76] A RCT evaluated PET CT in restaging stages II and III rectal cancer, and found that it had a sensitivity of 45%, specificity of 79% and an overall accuracy of staging and disease response of 56% as compared to pathologic response.[@B77] Based on that study PET is poor marker of clinical response.

To date, PET-CT following chemoradiation has not been able to predict the pathologic response in locally advanced rectal cancer.[@B78] Some evidence supports the accuracy of PET in predicting pathologic complete response,[@B79] while other evidence disputes its utility.[@B64] In a prospective study by Guillem *et al*, 121 patients with rectal cancer underwent PET and CT before and after neoadjuvant chemoradiation. The results of these imaging studies were compared to pathologic specimens in an attempt to investigate the accuracy of both modalities in predicting a complete pathologic response. Both modalities were inadequate at distinguishing a pathologic complete response from an incomplete one. PET and CT performed poorly at detecting pathologic complete responders (54% and 19% were detected by PET and CT, respectively), though they were good modalities for detecting incomplete responders, with 66% and 95% on PET and CT, respectively.[@B64]

### Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

MRI has been validated as the modality of choice for staging rectal cancer, both before surgery or following neoadjuvant therapy.[@B80],[@B81] MRI allows preoperative identification of wall invasion, node classification, depth of spread, venous invasion, possible involved circumferential resection margin, and serosal involvement at or above the peritoneal reflection.[@B82]

There have been many studies evaluating the use of MRI in the initial staging of rectal cancer. The MERCURY (Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Rectal Cancer European Equivalence Study)[@B36],[@B83] trial reported that MRI can accurately predict surgical resection margin and depth of tumor invasion, but did not draw conclusions in the issue of neoadjuvant therapy and its effect on the sensitivity of MRI. A study from Kim and colleagues[@B84] utilized a prospective cohort to examine patients with biopsy confirmed rectal cancer, comparing volumetric analysis with MRI, histopathologic down-staging, and tumor regression grade in evaluating tumor response after nCRT. In his study, 30 patients with locally advanced rectal cancer underwent MRI evaluation before and after chemoradiotherapy, and imaging results were compared to the tumor regression grade after surgical resection. This study determined that tumor volume reduction by magnetic resonance volumetry does not correlate with histopathologic down-staging and tumor regression grade.[@B84] Another study found validity in MR volumetric studies. In this cohort, 84 patients were evaluated prospectively with volumetrics and percent decrease ratio, and found that 75% of the tumor volume reduction ratios correlated with a pathologic complete response.[@B85]

Quantitative assessment of tissue changes after neoadjuvant therapy for rectal cancer on T2-weighted signal intensity has been shown to potentially identify pathologic complete responders, perhaps identifying those patients who would benefit from the \'watch and wait\' strategy. A study examined 39 patients with locally advanced adenocarcinoma of the rectum who were imaged with MRI before and after nCRT. Compared to tumor regression grade as the gold standard, MRI had an accuracy of about 92% for complete response.[@B86] In a separate study, MRI was compared with colonoscopy and repeat biopsy of the original lesion. The investigators found that the prediction rate for pathologic complete response was only 33% with MRI.[@B87] The variation in results between studies suggests that inter-observer variation may be a problem.

In summary, MRI is a valuable tool to assess for clinical and pathologic response, but, because it is so specific for soft tissue invasion, it is less accurate after radiation.

### Endorectal Ultrasound (ERUS)

ERUS is a very helpful tool for initial staging of rectal cancer because of its ability to distinguish between histological layers of bowel wall. Its sensitivity and specificity decrease with increasing depth of the rectal lesion,[@B79] and its poor assessment of lymph node status after nCRT makes it an unreliable resource for single-modality treatment monitoring[@B88]-[@B90] In evaluation of rectal lesions before neoadjuvant therapy a group compared MRI and ERUS and found them to have similar accuracies for T stage. For T2 and T3 lesions, ERUS had a sensitivity of 76%. The study found that ERUS understaged all T4 tumors, and that ERUS performed poorly with stenotic lesions and those that were polypoid.[@B91] Others have found that ERUS is unreliable for T stage monitoring after nCRT,[@B92] with over-staging being the most common cause of inaccuracy.[@B93] Some clinicians believe that ERUS is a valuable adjunct even after nCRT, citing its ability to distinguish maximum depth of the fibrosis associated with the lesion as well as involvement of the sphincters.[@B94],[@B95] In a group of twenty-nine patients, preoperative ERUS after nCRT was compared to the pathologic specimen. The authors, found that ERUS predicted the fibrosis that replaced the tumor to an accurate depth.[@B95] The major flaw in the use of ERUS after nCRT is its inability to distinguish tumor from fibrosis. It is therefore difficult to make treatment recommendations based on these results, and it is difficult to classify a patient as a clinical complete responder based on this modality.

In addition to its inability to evaluate lymph nodes, and its poor capability to differentiate fibrosis from cancer, ERUS cannot adequately visualize the mesorectal fascia, and so cannot predict the circumferential resection margin at resection. This is yet another reason that ERUS is a poor tool for post-neoadjuvant decision making and operative planning.[@B90],[@B96]

Endoscopy
---------

Monitoring for intralumenal recurrence with colonoscopy, flexible or rigid sigmoidoscopy is consistently recommended by governing organizations, albeit at varying intervals.[@B8] Endoscopy is useful as an adjunct in detecting intralumenal recurrence, for which it is both highly sensitive and specific. Preoperatively, the value of rigid sigmoidoscopy in rectal cancer cannot be overestimated, as it provides the ability to determine mobility of the mass, appropriate assessment of the distance from the verge to the lesion, and sizing information obtained are invaluable to operative planning. It is also a therapeutic intervention, with ability to biopsy and to excise small lesions, not to mention its value in following the tumor\'s response to nCRT, surveying the anastomosis and detecting anastomotic recurrences. However, it carries with it both cost and a small risk to the patient.

Endoscopy has value in monitoring treatment response because of its ability to assess remaining macroscopic tumor, but, as it is unable to determine nodal status and subtle changes or occult spread after therapy, it has no utility as a monomodal therapy.[@B80]

Clinical Complete Responders
----------------------------

No discussion about monitoring treatment response of rectal cancer following nCRT would be complete without examination of the clinical conundrum of what to do with those who appear to have a clinical complete response. This can be seen in \~20-50% of those patients with rectal cancer undergoing neoadjuvant therapy.[@B97] While there is no consensus on what imaging is best to evaluate a clinical complete response (**Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**), when imaging suggests a complete responder, the question arises of whether to proceed with resection of these patients.

Clinical complete response does not always correlate with pathologic response---in fact this occurs less often than previously thought. Hiotis found that of those clinical complete responders, only 25% of them had a pathologic complete response after resection (though, notably, the method that was used for determining CCR was proctoscopy).[@B97] One review examined 38 trials presenting data on those patients who were clinical complete or pathologic responders, and found that T3 cancers that were managed non-operatively were associated with high local recurrence rates.[@B98]

The challenge comes in knowing which of these patients will benefit from a non-operative approach, and which will not. A prospective cohort study was assembled with the goal of evaluating the safety of a \'wait and see\' policy based on MRI, endoscopy, and stringent follow-up. At a mean follow-up of 25 months +/- 19 months, the authors showed that, compared to twenty patients who had a pathologic complete response after resection, disease-free survival and overall survival compared favorably in the 21 patients in the non-operative group with only one patient developing local recurrence and requiring salvage surgery.[@B99] Another cohort study looked at 32 patients who were treated non-operatively after a clinical complete response following nCRT. These individuals were compared with a group that had pathologic complete response after resection. Eighty percent of the clinical complete response group avoided resection of the initial tumor, with the six patients who experienced local recurrence undergoing salvage rectal resection. After resection, those six patients had no further local recurrence at a follow up of 17 months.[@B100]

Pathologic evaluation
---------------------

Pathologic evaluation is the gold standard for defining primary tumor response, especially in assessing rectal cancer patients after neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy and resection. Pathologic evaluation reports accurate information on presence of residual tumor, lymph node status, and tumor response to therapy. Non-neoplastic portions of the surgical specimen can demonstrate confounding pathologic changes after nCRT, just as post-radiation radiographic changes are seen on ERUS. Aside from tumor regression, ulceration, submucosal fibrosis, mucin lakes, and calcification[@B101] can be seen. All of these factors make evaluation of the primary tumor challenging.

The need for standardization of pathologic response reporting has driven the development of a grading system for pathologists. Tumor regression grade (TRG), first described in esophageal surgery following neoadjuvant therapy as the tumor mass compared to the converted scar in a ratio,[@B102] is an independent predictor of survival in rectal cancer. Those showing pathologic complete response (pCR) have improved disease free survival, decreased local recurrence, and increased overall survival (OS). TRG 0 is classified as a complete response, TRG 1 is a moderate response, TRG 2 is a minimal response, and TRG 3 is no response.[@B103] In a study of 108 patients who received neoadjuvant CRT for rectal cancer, it was found that those with a total regression (TRG 0) had an improved three-year disease-free survival over those with less regression.[@B104] Rodel *et al*evaluated TRG in 385 patients treated with preoperative chemoradiotherapy, using an inverse scale as the one above; that is, they classified TRG 4 as no tumor and TRG 0 as complete absence of fibrosis. They revealed that five-year DFS after CRT and curative resection was 86% in their tumor-free arm and 63% in their TRG 0 group. On multivariate analysis of their data, they determined the pathologic T-stage and nodal status upon restaging to be the most important independent prognostic factors, but that decreasing tumor to fibrosis ratios suggested improved DFS.[@B105] Tumor regression grade, which has been shown to be a good surrogate for disease free survival, gives surgeons an objective way to evaluate tumor response to therapy.

Tumor regression grade zero, or complete absence of tumor following nCRT, is associated with very low rates of local recurrence and excellent long-term survival. A systematic review and meta-analysis of 16 studies involving over three thousand patients examined individuals who had rectal cancer and received nCRT. Following interval proctectomy 1263 were found to have complete regression of their tumor.[@B106] Distant failure was observed in 9%, local recurrence rate was 0.7%, and overall and disease free-survival rates were 90% and 87%.[@B106] Another study performed pooled analysis of twenty-seven articles in which patients underwent nCRT and TME. Kaplan Meier survival graphs were calculated and subgroup analyses were performed to look for confounding factors. Out of 3,100 patients, 484 had a pathologic complete response (16%). Five year disease-free survival was 83.3% for those patients, and 65% for those patients without pCR. This effect was not confounded by other variables.[@B107]

Comparison of pretreatment and pathologic staging has revealed that depth of invasion is significantly downshifted after nCRT[@B108], which also correlates with decreased local recurrence and increased sphincter preservation, though there is no difference in survival.[@B33] Fifty-seven patients were investigated who underwent neoadjuvant radiotherapy or chemoradiotherapy in 2004 who then underwent resection with TME. Of the specimens obtained, 21% had a "good" response, 44% had a "median" response, and 35% had a "poor" response. They found 65% of patients had a significant tumor regression, meaning either median or good response. Ten percent had complete pathologic response and 10% had only microscopic foci of adenocarcinoma.[@B108]

A study was performed to determine if nodal status could be successfully predicted by pCR in the primary specimen after nCRT, which may allow for local excision of the primary site alone of higher-grade rectal cancers with a low risk of pelvic recurrence. Over 140 patients with T3 or T4 rectal cancers were examined. Eighteen percent of these were noted to have had complete tumor regression after nCRT, with four out of the eighteen patients (17%) of this selection having involved lymph nodes. The degree of pathologic response did correlate with a lymph node response, possibly allowing local excision in the future of higher-grade rectal cancers.[@B109]

Since the R0 resection of liver metastases from colorectal cancer is the main determinant of long-term disease-free and overall survival, there is importance in determining the response of metastases to therapy. Due to variability in timing and modality of treatment, these patients can often be difficult to standardize. Chan *et al* examined 45 patients with hepatic-only colorectal metastases who underwent sandwich chemotherapy and then resection. If there was \<10% viable tumor cells in all resected lesions (which was 34% of their patient population), there was a statistically significant longer overall survival (p 0.019). Pathologic graded response was also found to be an independent predictor of survival.[@B110]

Conclusion
==========

The monitoring of colorectal metastases has undergone very few changes in the last ten years, though, with improvements in systemic therapy, liver-directed therapy, and with our understanding of how to treat the primary, survival may well continue to increase. On the other hand, changes in the way clinicians treat rectal cancer has led to a new age of therapy guidance by imaging and pathology. There are more potential paradigm shifts on the horizon for the treatment of rectal cancer. With the ability to predict complete responders before excision, and good data showing comparable long-term, disease-free, and overall survival, we may see an evolution toward elimination of radical surgery in all except for those who demonstrate local recurrence after neoadjuvant therapy. This, as well as optimal management of patients presenting with stage IV colon cancer, will require precise and accurate modalities to monitor treatment response.
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###### 

Comparison of Imaging Modalities for Evaluation of Response of Rectal Cancer Following Neoadjuvant CRT.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Author/Year                    Modality           Protocol                                                                                                                                                      Data                                                                                                     Conclusions
  ------------------------------ ------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Chennupati, 2012[@B111]        PET                All patients who received both pre- and post-CRT PET scans.\                                                                                                  35 patients;\                                                                                            Changes on PET have limited value in predicting pathologic response of rectal cancer after neoadjuvant CRT
                                                    Compared PET results to TRG                                                                                                                                   No correlation between SUV, metabolic tumor volume between pathologic responders versus non-responders   

  MERCURY, 2007[@B112]           MRI                MRI preoperatively at an average of 25 days before surgery. Only short duration radiotherapy included.                                                        679 patients with rectal cancer;\                                                                        MRI and histopathologic assessment of tumor spread correlated within 0.5mm
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  MRI vs. pathological examination of extramural depth                                                     

  Brown, 2004[@B37]              ERUS, DRE, MRI     Each of three modalities performed at baseline and repeated two weeks prior to surgery. Both early stage rectal cancers and those receiving nCRT included.\   98 patients undergoing TME;\                                                                             MRI is a better predictor of tumor response
                                                    Compared each to final pathology.\                                                                                                                            MRI 94% agreement with pathology;\                                                                       
                                                    Assessed favorability (invasion, nodal involvement)                                                                                                           DRE 65% agreement with pathology;\                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  ERUS 69% agreement with pathology;                                                                       

  Wieder, Geinitz, 2007[@B113]   PET-FLT            PET prior to CRT, two weeks after initiation of CRT, & 3-4 weeks after chemotherapy but before resection                                                      10 patients;\                                                                                            PET uptake of FLT decreased steadily. Did not correlate to tumor regression.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Poor correlation with pathologic specimen.                                                               

  Pastor C, 2011[@B89]           ERUS               4 - 6 weeks after neoadjuvant CRT;\                                                                                                                           235 patients;\                                                                                           ERUS is not accurate in identification of positive nodes.
                                                    Goal of the study was to validate ERUS as a predictor pathologic response.\                                                                                   20% misclassified as uN0;\                                                                               
                                                    Correlated to pathologic specimen                                                                                                                             75% correct regarding LNs;\                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Overall, over-staging in 37%                                                                             

  Denecke, 2005[@B79]            MRI, CT, and PET   Each patient received one of the modalities before neoadjuvant CRT and 2-4 weeks after neoadjuvant CRT.\                                                      23 patients with T3 or 4 rectal cancer after CRT;. FDG PET: 100% (sens), 60% (spec);\                    PET is superior to CT and MRI predicting response to CRT
                                                    Compared with ERUS and pathology.                                                                                                                             CT 54% (sens), 80% (spec);\                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  MR 71% (sens), 67% (spec)                                                                                
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Legend:**PET: Positronic Emission Tomography; CRT: Chemoradiotherapy; SUV: Standardized uptake value; TRG: Tumor regression grade; MRI: Magnetic Resonance; Imaging;

ERUS: Endoscopic rectal ultrasound; DRE: Digital rectal exam; TME: Total mesorectal excision; PET-FLT: Fluoro-L-Thymidine; LN: Lymph node; CT: Computed omography; FDG: PET with fludeoxyglucose;

Sens: sensitivity; Spec: specificity.

###### 

Modality as an Indicator of Clinical Complete Response

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Author/Year               Modality              Results                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Conclusions
  ------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Hiotis, 2002[@B97]        DRE and Proctoscopy   488 patients;\                                                                                                                                                                                                            These modalities are not accurate in judging CCR.
                                                  19% CCR\                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                  pCR 10%\                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
                                                  PCR among CCR: 25% agreement                                                                                                                                                                                              

  Guillem, 2005[@B38]       DRE                   94 patients;\                                                                                                                                                                                                             DRE is not accurate in judging CCR.
                                                  21% agreement between pathologic and DRE assessment of complete response.                                                                                                                                                 

  Habr-Gama, 2004 [@B114]   DRE\                  71 patients (26%) had CCR on combination of all imaging studies and managed nonoperatively. Overall 5-year DFS 92%, OS 100% in non-operative arm compared to DFS 83%, OS 88% in those patients who underwent resection.   Non-operative therapy after full assessment of response is feasible and safe in those patients who have a clinical complete response and who can undergo regular surveillance
                            Proctoscopy\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                            Colonoscopy\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
                            CT\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                            CEA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Maretto, 2007[@B115]      ERUS\                 45 patients;\                                                                                                                                                                                                             Not predictable agreement between complete responders and pathologic responders, all current rectal cancer restarting techniques give poor accuracy of T-stage.
                            CT\                   Underwent all modalities after nCRT with comparison to pathologic status:\                                                                                                                                                
                            MRI                   Accuracy for T stage: ERUS 64%\                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                  CT 74%\                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
                                                  MRI 77%;\                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
                                                  Nodal status for all modalities \< 70%.                                                                                                                                                                                   

  Intven M, 2013[@B116]     MRI                   59 patients with locally advanced rectal cancer;\                                                                                                                                                                         MRI can predict good responders fairly accurately, but has a poor predictive value for pathologic complete responders
                                                  22% were \'Good Responders (GR)\';\                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                  Positive predictive value of MRI for pCR and GR was 64% and 91%, respectively.                                                                                                                                            
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Legend:**PCR: Pathologic complete response; CCR: Complete clinical response; CEA: Carcinoembryonic antigen; DFS: Disease free survival; OS: Overall survival; CRT: Chemoradiotherapy; SUV: Standardized uptake value; TRG: Tumor regression grade; MRI: Magnetic Resonance Imaging; ERUS: Endoscopic rectal ultrasound; DRE: Digital rectal exam; TME: Total mesorectal excision; PET-FLT: Fluoro-L-Thymidine; LN: Lymph node; CT: Computed tomography; FDG: PET with fludeoxyglucose.
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